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“A virtually flawless presentation…a large, mostly forgotten
chunk of Superman in his glory days, when the concept was

fresh and the energy was pure.” —The Comics Journal
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Back in the 1940s and ’50s, so goes the conventional wisdom,
the “S” on Superman’s chest stood for “serious.” “Stilted.” “Stodgy.”
The Man of Steel, we’re told, was dull business compared to
Captain Marvel, his lighthearted rival, who had the monopoly 
on real fun. 

In this case, as in so many others, that truism is ten parts
conventional and zero parts wisdom. This book is evidence. In
many of these postwar Superman Sundays, the “S” often stands 
for “side-splitting,” “spirited,” “spritely,” and even “silly.” 

The tonal shift in the Sunday strip—which began in 1939 
as high adventure and morphed into a forum for American
patriotism during the war years—began begging for a laugh track
as the country relaxed a bit and enjoyed its newfound status as the
world’s policeman. Many of the tales collected in this volume are
straight situation comedy:

• A zealous, eager-to-please insurance salesman tries to pester
the invulnerable hero into buying a life policy. 

• For a permissive education experiment to work, Superman
must satisfy a child’s outrageous whims.

• Superman must submit to the humiliation of (choke!)
women’s work and clean an apartment, bake a cake,
babysit a brat, and pull all the housework together before
Lois Lane’s judgmental Aunt Mildred arrives. (Even the
Man of Tomorrow was guilty of the gestalt of the day—
shoving the American woman back into her “proper”
role now that soldiers were coming back from overseas
and Rosie the Riveter was no longer needed. At least he
had a sense of humor about it.) 

• Superman promises to use his super-powers to publicize 
a high-tech startup because its “electronically cooked”
hot dogs taste better than the leading brands.

• Superman hires a stand-in to handle the ceremonial 
parts of his job.

• Superman also hires a stand-in for Clark Kent when
radiation turns him into a toddler. 

• A dog talks to Superman—but only to Superman—and
despite his credentials as a hero to the people, no one
believes him. 

It’s entirely likely that the run towards comedy was a reflection
of America’s need to “laugh again” following the horrors of World
War Two, but there’s another influence at play. 

The first, screamingly obvious clue is in the names of the
characters populating these tales: farmer Silas Hayseed, Professor
C.C. Skynhedd, and bank president Thomas Stackbucks. (Thomases
abound. In addition to the banker, there is Tom Catt—a robber
obsessed with curiosity—and Thomas Doubt, president of the
Skeptics Club.) Sales manager Ronald Glittertooth is weighted
down by a slacker underling, Elmer Doolittle. Most unforgivably
groan-inducing is the designation given to a re-emergent dinosaur
species: Paleomatzaball.

Whimsical as they are, these are not Captain Marvel plots.
Rather, I submit to you that they are Li’l Abner plots, right down
to the Paleomatzaball.

Al Capp’s hillbilly farce rode the crest of enormous multi-
media popularity—and unthinkable money—in the postwar
years. Under the circumstances, it’s easy to imagine a newspaper
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syndicate trying to duplicate a strip that sold so well. It’s just 
as natural that writers Jerry Siegel and Alvin Schwartz might 
feel inspired by Capp’s sophisticated-yet-populist humor. 
Capp’s inventions were every bit as dominant in their heyday 
as The Simpsons would become nearly half a century later.

The goofy names, the outrageous riffs on everyday
situations, the predominantly straight-faced art—these are
features of Li’l Abner, and they are present here. A story set on
Mars even features a homely, comically amorous woman—
an Al Capp trademark.

While the Man of Steel was (I submit) paying tribute, 
Li’l Abner returned the attention in October of 1947,
introducing its own muscular, flying hero. Jack Jawbreaker 
was a clenched fist attached to a muscular arm topped by a
propeller. He starred in a comic-within-a-comic circulated by
Abner’s new employer, the Squeezeblood Syndicate. This was
merely a springboard for Capp’s thinly-disguised, three-week
rant against the exploitation of comics creators, such as his own
syndicate’s treatment of the millionaire Capp.

For all this, don’t get the idea that these Sunday strips are
all mother-in-law jokes and pratfalls (although Superman
actually dons clown makeup in strip #405). There’s little funny
about the Man of Steel’s adventure on Mars. He also travels
back in time to meet Cleopatra; subdues a dinosaur in present-
day Metropolis; outwits a criminal who uses curiosity as his
motif like the Puzzler uses puzzles or the Toyman uses toys;
trains a small-town police force to deal with a crime wave; and
walks as a giant on a planet of tiny warriors. Strip #371 is even 
a call-back to the “Superman’s Service to Servicemen” series, a
soldier-focused series of adventures which ran from late summer
of 1943 until a few months after the Second World War ended.

The story starting with strip #474 employs another familiar
theme: Superman surreptitiously using his powers to give an
unsuspecting person a small victory in life. In this case, it’s his

sense of playfulness that moves him to trick a salesman into
thinking his Persian rug can fly. This seems at first like an
irresponsible use of super-powers, but as he sneaks around and
eavesdrops on the deserving salesman, the Man of Steel seems
not at all like a prankster or a stalker, but rather every inch a
guardian angel—or perhaps, to young readers, the ultimate
imaginary friend.

These are Superman stories.
They look it, too. Artist Wayne Boring, the definitive

Superman artist in both the dailies and Sundays and the comic
books throughout the 1950s, is still working out the familiar
poses he would come to use almost as an alphabet over the next
two decades. Superman runs in the sky, flies through brick
walls, and—in a departure from the standard dialogue-heavy
playbook—enjoys a rare silent panel at the end of strip #504,
which heightens the danger and tension inherent in a story 
that began as one of the “sitcom” plots.

As this volume gets underway, Boring is co-creator Joe
Shuster’s assistant. Siegel and Shuster’s bylines disappear with
strip #428 after they initiated a lawsuit against DC. Boring’s
signature as the strip’s sole artist first appears in Sunday #467.

Looking back, it’s obvious how perfect Boring was for
Superman’s adventures; his command of tension and drama 
was equal to his touch for humor and fantasy. This period of 
the Superman Sundays showcased the widest range of Supermen
yet: Superman, the comedian; Superman, the harried housekeeper;
Superman, the circus performer; Superman, the romantic
conquest; Superman, the policeman; Superman, the guardian
angel; Superman, Li’l Abner’s echo; and Superman, a unique
champion of his time. How can any one hero embody so many
various personas and do it so well? The July 3, 1949 words of
Daily Planet reporter Clark Kent perhaps provide the best, most
succinct answer:

“He’s a complicated guy.”
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